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Introduction
Wealth Management is undergoing drastic changes. With services being commoditized, investors
becoming increasingly sophisticated, and volatility coming back, financial advisors feel tremendous
pressure to add value, differentiate and defend fees.
Delivering real insights is the solution. Andes Wealth Platform leverages two cornerstones: AccuProfile®
and AccuRisk®, to help you deliver real insights and effectively tell your stories.

In this whitepaper, we will show you how to work with prospects to build a solid foundation for a
trusting long-term relationship.

It is also a powerful communications platform for advisors to better engage clients. As Bob Veres says,
“… the program becomes an ongoing instrument to spur dialogue and provide explanation in the face of
extreme market conditions.”1

Insights on Behavior
Managing expectations and impulses is half of the battle in advisory relationships. Behavioral finance
holds the promise, but it is not clear how advisors can use it until now.
Using mini-questionnaires and other tools, AccuProfile® puts behavioral finance at your fingertip. You
can evaluate client’s response to market movements, behavioral biases and so much more, to help you
screen prospects, provide truly personalized services and protect baby boomer clients.

1

A Comparison of Risk Tolerance Products, by Bob Veres, AdvisorPerspectives.com, 2020/04/27.
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Investor Personas
According to the research of Dr. Andrew Lo2, 35% of investors are passive investors. The best clients you
could have, they are usually satisfied with buy-and-hold. They may panic during the market turmoil, but
they have the wisdom or patience to ride it out.
Trend followers, on the other hand, are the “troublemakers”. They tend to panic during extreme market
conditions and expect you to move in and out to beat the market. You probably have quite a few of
them as 27% of investors fall into this category.
Safety seekers are also common with 19% of investors. Other types include contrarians, risk seekers and
adaptive investors.

The investor persona has a significant impact on your client relationship, hence good to find out sooner
rather than later. Use it in prospecting to help you decide if a prospect is a good fit or not.

Emotions and Behavioral Biases
Classic financial theory assumes that market participants are rational, while behavioral finance claims
that investors are subject to psychological and emotional biases, which leads to irrational decision
making.
The two camps, after decades of feuding, made peace in 2013, when Eugene Fama, father of Efficient
Markets theory, and Robert Shiller, best known for his book “Irrational Exuberance” and his prediction
of the 2008 sub-prime crisis, shared the Nobel Prize in Economics.

2

Lo, Remorov and Chaouch, Measuring Risk Preferences and Asset Allocation Decisions: A Global Survey Analysis
(February 4, 2019). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3328342
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Loss aversion, over-confidence, and herding are some of the most common behavioral biases.

For example, loss aversion says that the pain of losing is twice as strong as the pleasure of gaining. In
early 2020, the market dropped 30%, triggering a tsunami of emotions, while the emotions were not
nearly as strong in 2019, when the market rose 30%.
While emotions may be inevitable, having the awareness helps clients keeping their emotions in
perspective.

Protecting Baby Boomer Clients
When clients suffer from cognitive declines due to Alzheimer’s, dementia and advanced age, they often
start with difficulties in making financial decisions before experiencing difficulties in daily lives, hence
financial advisors often notice it before there is an official medical diagnosis.
These clients are more vulnerable to scams, coercions and manipulations; hence it is important to put
protections in place in a timely manner. However, when noticing cognitive declines, advisors often
hesitate to bring it up, for fear of offending the client.
Like medical tests recommended for certain ages, our Cognitive Ability Test is recommended for clients
65 years and older. Now the advisors simply follow the best practice instead of passing a judgement.
Clients typically do well in the test at age 65, establishing a baseline. When the decline happens, clients
see it themselves, so you do not have to be the messenger. Instead, you are now the hero coming to the
rescue.

It also helps you ease the generational wealth transfer. Studies show that 80-90% of the assets leave the
advisor when assets are passed to the next generation. When you get the adult children involved early,
you can establish a solid trusting relationship with them to help you retain the assets when the
generational transfer happens.
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A Modular Approach
Some advisors prefer to get to know prospects well upfront, while others prefer a faster onboarding
process, starting with bare minimums, and getting to know clients better over time.
Our modular approach provides the flexibility to support both. You can send a custom sequence to
prospects or clients any time, or go through it together when you meet.

Insights on Risk Tolerance
If the prospect is a good fit, it is time for you to impress.
The next step is risk tolerance assessment, an important step to ensure adequate investment
recommendations. Our Multi-dimensional Risk Tolerance looks at it from two angles to ensure accuracy,
so you can best satisfy Regulation Best Interest (Reg BI).



Risk Tolerance Test, the main driver;
Traditional risk questionnaire, for cross-examination.
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Risk Tolerance Test
The chart below illustrates our patent-pending Risk Tolerance Test.

On this chart, each bar represents the upside and downside of a model in your model set. When the
prospect chooses one that they are most comfortable with, it maps directly to one of your models.
This approach is intuitive, transparent and easy to use. Advisors can demonstrate to the regulators that
the prospect has explicitly agreed to the risk/return tradeoff, and they are fully aware of the potential
downside when choosing the model.
It also takes away the guesswork between the risk tolerance assessment and the investment
recommendation, because your models are seamlessly embedded in the Risk Tolerance Test.

Risk Appetite Questionnaire
This traditional risk appetite questionnaire supplements the Risk Tolerance Test. If the results are close,
you know you got it right. If the results vary significantly, it invites a deeper conversation. For example, if
someone with a medium risk appetite chooses an aggressive model in Risk Tolerance Test, they might
have been tempted by the upside without fully understanding the downside.
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Insights on Investments: The Value-add Story
Now you have an accurate assessment of the prospect’s risk tolerance, it is time to evaluate the
prospect’s existing portfolios to demonstrate your value.
When people manage investments on their own, their portfolios are often not aligned with their risk
tolerance, nor on the efficient frontier. Using efficient frontier visualization, you can demonstrate these
problems, and how you can fix it.
If your models have a compelling story to tell, you can effectively tell it as well (see appendix).

Efficient Frontier Visualization
On the chart below, your model set (the mini pie charts) form an efficient frontier, and the vertical blue
bar represents the prospect’s risk tolerance.
You can show the prospect how the risk exposure of their existing portfolio (the red star) is much higher
than their risk tolerance, and it is also below the efficient frontier, hence your value-add to:



Align risk, and
Bring it the efficient frontier.
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Investment Policy Statement: The Long-term Story
Now the prospect is fully convinced, it is time to produce an Investment Policy Statement (IPS) to seal
the deal.
With the click of a button, all pieces of information are gathered and assembled into a state-of-the-art
IPS that you and your clients will revisit when the going gets tough.
The IPS is the perfect place to plant the seeds for your long-term story:

Tell clients that emotions are inevitable during the market turmoil, but we should keep them in
perspective. Clients have no problem agreeing with it when the market is calm, and when the market
turmoil comes, you will invite them to read it again.
The Risk Tolerance Test is a centerpiece of the Investment Policy Statement, demonstrating how the
investment recommendations are made. It does not hurt that our Risk Tolerance Test is considered an
industry leader by the 2020 WealthManagement.com Industry Award.
You can also tell the long-term story using the range of possible outcomes for 1-year and 10-year. The
chart below shows how wide the range of possible outcome is for 1-year. But if you look at 10-year, the
range of possible outcomes is much narrower. Be sure to revisit this chart with your clients during
market turmoil.
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The drawdown chart is a great way to tell your clients the value of diversification. The chart below
shows the drawdown of the balanced portfolio (the blue line) versus the market (the orange line). If you
have a balanced portfolio, you may not get all the upside, but you do not get all the downside either.

Designed for the Ultimate Fiduciaries
In Bob Veres’ article “A Comparison of Risk Tolerance Products”, he examines Risk Tolerance products
from the perspective of how defensible it is under the scrutiny of an arbitrator if clients sue advisors.
Our approach is backed by the Modern Portfolio Theory. Helen Yang, CFA, founder and CEO of the
company, is a winner of the prestigious Harry Markowitz Award in 2011. Dr. Markowitz is the Father of
Modern Portfolio Theory and a Noble Prize laureate.
And we are not limited by the Modern Portfolio Theory. A lot of what we do are inspired Dr. Andrew Lo
at MIT, a renowned economics who shared the Harry Markowitz Award with Helen Yang, and his
Adaptive Market Theory reconciling efficient markets with behavioral finance.
Andes Platform helps advisors put their clients in the right frame of mind from day one, so they can go
back to the same principles in all market conditions, assisted by interactive charts showing what is really
going on.
To repeat what Bob Veres says, “… so the program becomes an ongoing instrument to spur dialogue and
provide explanation in the face of extreme market conditions.”
The perfect storm is brewing in wealth management. Advisors need to provide real insights and truly
personalized services to stay relevant.
To learn more, visit andeswealth.com and request a demo.
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Appendix: Insights on Models
It is difficult to beat the market, and you should be happy if your models are on par with the classic
models below.

But if your models do have a compelling story to tell, they will shine on our platform.

Strategic Models
We ship two sets of classic models out of the box as reference points. The chart below shows a set of
strategic models of a Virginia-based RIA firm (in green) comparing to classic models (in gray).

If you do better than the classic models, show this chart to demonstrate your value. If your models
underperform, as it can happen, be sure to have an explanation ready if the client asks.
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Tactical Models
If your models offer protection in down markets, it is also a powerful story to tell. The chart below
shows a set of tactical models of an Indiana-based RIA firm during the 2008 financial crisis.

The drawdown chart in the IPS is also a perfect place to tell the protection story.
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